
Kleine Panoramatour

CYCLING TOUR

A demanding tour, on which you have a wonderful view of the Alps and the Rupertiwinkel.

Starting point
Tourist Info Waginger See

Location
Waging by the lake


distance:
52.8 kilometres 

duration:
02:21 hours


maximum altitude:
625 meters 

minimum altitude:
443 meters


altitude difference:
585 ascending 

altitude difference:
585 descending

Starting point: Tourist-Info Waging am See - out of town - left after the underpass of the ST 2105 - second cycle path 
underpass - past Angerpoint - Fisching - Seeteufel - right after the underpass of the state road - Taching - Tengling - right 
in the village - at the end of the district Furthmühle left - little church Coloman Panorama View*** - Wilgering riding 
stables - right at the junction with TS 28 - Hohenbergham Panorama View **** - right at the junction with TS 26 - on the 
Panorama **** hilltop junction left to Schnöbling - on turn left at the junction with the TS 23 - past Lampoding - Petting - 
left in the town center - through the town to the junction with the ST 2104 - right - turn right at the junction towards 
Ringham - left at the Götzinger car dealership into the town - through the town - T -Crossroads left - after the bridge right 
towards Unterholzen - after Oberreuten right - Wimmern Panorama**** - in town right/left - Gumperting - in Teisendorf 
right through town - at the roundabout towards Wagin g - at the end of the incline turn left in the direction of Roidham - 
Mehring - turn left at the junction with the BGL 12 - in the town of Rückstetten - through the town - along the railway line 
- Fuchsreut - Lauter - over the railway and straight ahead through the town - Töfenreut - Oberwendling - turn right at the 
T-junction - St.Leonhard - turn right in the village - Koepfelsberg Panorama*** - Aich - turn left before Steppach - through 
the hamlet - turn right at the Waging roundabout - underpass of the 2105 - destination Tourist Info
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